TRIBAL INDUSTRIES
Throughout Oklahoma and in states from California to Iowa and Missouri, Doerner represents tribal councils and business
committees on governance and economic development issues related to their sovereign entity status. We have advised all the
major Oklahoma tribes since the state’s tribal governments began major reorganizations in the late 1970s, and today assist
tribes of all sizes in structuring their bylaws and codes, resolving inter- and intra-tribal disputes and administering their court
systems.
As tribes continue to expand gaming and non-gaming business enterprises, Doerner lawyers offer innovative advice on
structuring trust ownership arrangements, arranging bond and other financing, and dealing with the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA), National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC) and relevant state agencies. We have set up tribal gaming ordinances,
negotiated pre-opening agreements for casinos and handled everything from labor agreements to contracts and licenses with
gaming companies and suppliers.
Our firm understands that the economic interests of each tribe, and each company doing business in Indian Country, are
unique, and effectively identifies common ground where all parties can achieve their objectives. Tribal governments rely on
Doerner for sophisticated representation that respects their sovereign status. In emerging issues such as payday lending,
water rights and renewable energy generation, we help tribes, businesses and regulators balance legal and economic
concerns.
Increasingly, tribes are investing in their own economic development, and Doerner provides the insights to structure trust
arrangements and establish joint ventures that advance tribal interests. Our lawyers are diligent in protecting the interests of
smaller tribes as well as major tribal entities; and having expanded our practice as tribal governments have evolved, we work
as partners with tribal clients to respect traditional values while seizing new opportunities.
Top Areas of Focus

• Representation of tribes and gaming companies before federal and state gaming commissions, as well as company
representation before tribal gaming commissions.

• Assistance with all aspects of gaming operations, including tribal codes, labor and employment, management, revenue
allocation and taxation.

• Facilitation of on and off-reservation construction and real estate development, including related financing, trust and
contractual issues.

• Protection of tribal, environmental, natural resources and water rights.
• Defense of Indian tribes in tort and contract litigation in state, federal, and tribal courts, including matters related to waiver of
sovereign immunity.

• Advice on federal incentives for tribal businesses, including renewable energy, infrastructure development and financial
services.
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